Community Health Centers, Arkansas locations

1st Choice Healthcare
Corning .......................... 870-857-3334

ARcare
Augusta .............................. 866-550-4719

Boston Mountain Rural Health Center
Marshall .............................. 870-448-5733

CABUN Rural Health Services
Hampton .............................. 870-798-4299

Community Clinic
Springdale ............................ 870-448-5733

East Arkansas Family Health Center
West Memphis .......................... 870-735-3842

Healthy Connections
Mena .................................. 888-710-8220

Jefferson Comprehensive Care System
Pine Bluff .............................. 870-735-3842

Lee County Cooperative Clinic
Marianna .............................. 870-295-5225

Mainline Health Systems
Dermott ............................. 870-735-3842

Mid-Delta Health Systems
Clarendon ............................ 870-747-3381

River Valley Primary Care Services
Ratcliff ................................ 479-431-2050

Some Community Health Center locations have multiple clinic sites. For a complete list, see [www.chc-ar.org/health-center-list](http://www.chc-ar.org/health-center-list).
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